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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Camera for Surveys has two sets of polarizers optimized for the UV-blue
(POL_UV)andthevisible-red(POL_V).Thepolarizationpropertiesof thetwopolarizers,
including the effects of the reflection from the third mirror in the optical train, have been
computedfor all thepossiblefilters in boththeWideField andHigh ResolutionCameras.
Tables of the essential properties for polarization measurement of all the ACS filters are
pr� esented. The maximal differences in the polarization and the position angle, computed
ne� glectingthepolarizationeffectsof thethird mirror andassumingperfectpolarizers,are
tabulated. The tables provide a comparative assessment of the quality of the polarization
measur� ements between the different filters. The data will be compared with ground-based
and� in-flight calibrationsto refinethepolarizationproperties,especiallyfor themostpop-
ular filters.

Introduction

Of the three cameras in the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS), two can be used for
measurements� of linearpolarization:theWideFieldChannel(WFC)andtheHigh Resolu-
tion Channel (HRC). There are tw

�
o sets of polarizing filters - a visible range polarizer

(POLnV, where n is 0, 60 or 120 degrees) in filter wheel #2 and a UV-visible polarizer
POLnUV in filter wheel #1. Both use dichroic film polarizers sandwiched between fused

�

silica.Althoughthepolarizersaredimensionedto cover theHRCfield of view (26x29arc-
sec), they can both be used for the WFC, where the unvignetted field is 72x72 arcsec.
The

�
transmissionof light asafunctionof wavelength,andthustherangeover whichlinear

polarization can be measured, for incident radition oriented parallel and perpendicular to	

the
�

axisof thepolarizersis shown in Figure1 for bothpolarizers.Thetransmissionvalues
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are also listed in Tables 11 and 12. The tabulated and plotted values are the average over
the three polarizer filters (0, 60 and 120 de

�
gree orientation). The rejection (ratio of trans-

mission of parallel and perpendicular components) is high (>10^3)  for the V polarizer�

except at the longest wavelengths (>7500A) ; for the UV polarizer the rejection is about
100 times lower (see Figure 5.1 in the ACS Instrument Handbook, Jedrzejewski et al.
2000).Sincetherearetwo filter wheelswith onesetof polarizersin eachwheel,thecolour
filters which can be used with the polarizers must be in the alternate filter wheel (see Fig-
ures 3.1 and 3.2 and T
 ables 4.1, 4.2 and 5.1 in the ACS Instrument Handbook,
Jedrzeje

�
wski et al. 2000). Table 1 lists all the filters available with each polarizer.

If there were no other elements in the optical train of A
�

CS which could induce some sig-
nificant polarization, then the data in tables 11 and 12 w� ould be all that is required to
exactly determine the polarization from a set of measurements with the 0, 60 and 120
degree polarizers. See the ACS Instrument Handbook, Chapter 5 (Jedrzejewski et al.
2000) for an example of how to derive the polarization and position angle from the set of
three measurements. Ho

�
wever both the WFC and HRC have reflection optics, with the

third mirror reflecting the input beam at about 45 de
�

grees. At such an angle of incidence,
the

�
effectof ametallicmirror with anovercoatingcanhaveasubstantialeffectonthemea-

suredpolarization.Thereflectionhastheeffectof inducingsomecircularpolarizationfor
incident linearly polarized light; since the A


CS polarizers are not sensitive to circularly

polarized light then the measured linear polarization and position angle can be in error	 .
Ho

�
w largetheerroris dependsonthesourcepolarizationandpositionangleandthewave-

length at which it is measured, since the optical properties of the metallic mirrors v
�

ary
with wavelength. It is the aim of this ISR to investigate these effects, determine how
important the


y are and recommend the necessary data to correct these effects.
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Figur
�

e 1: Plot of the transmission of the parallel (squares) and perpendicular (diamonds)
�

components of incident radiation for the two ACS polarizers.
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Table 1. Allowed combination of ACS polarizer and colour filters

*  Beyond useful range of polarizer

ACS Instrumental Parameters

T
�

able 2 summarizes the surface shape, angle of incidence, metallic coating, overcoating
material and deposited thickness for the three mirrors in both the WFC and HRC modes.�

All the data comes from Ball System Engineering Reports. The o
�

vercoating for the sil-
v� ered WFC mirrors is a proprietary coating from Denton Vacuum Inc.

Table 2.  Parameters of ACS mirrors

*  Exact value not known. Assumed same as for IM3.

POL_UV
WFC

POL_UV
HRC

POL_V
WFC

POL_V
HRC

CLEAR2L
�

CLEAR2S CLEAR1L CLEAR1S

F435W F220W F475W F475W

F660N F250W F502N F502N

F814W F330W F550M F550M

F344N F555W F555W

F435W F606W F606W

F660N F625W F625W

F814W F658N F658N

  F775W F775W

F850LP F850LP

F892N*
�

F892N*

Camera
�

Mirror Form
Incident
�

angle
(deg.)

Coating
�

Overcoating
Overcoating
thickness (A)

WFC
�

IM1 Sphere 2.46 Ag Denton 9600*

IM2 Asphere 5.79 Ag Denton 9600*

IM3 Schmidt 49.6 Ag Denton 9600

HRC M1 Sphere 1.52 Al Mag. Fluor. 247

M2 Asphere 3.16 Al Mag. Fluor. 242

M3 Flat 47.9 Al Mag. Fluor. 606
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The induced polarization is largest for mirrors with the largest incidence angles so it is
clearfrom Table2 thattheIM3 andM3 mirrorswill have thegreatesteffect.Thepolariza-
tion

�
propertiesof metallicmirroswith overcoatingcanbetreatedby Maxwells’ equations.

Biretta
�

andMcMaster(1997)treatedthecaseof theWFPC2pick-off mirror andthesame
nomenclature� is followedhere.Thetwo effectsto betreatedarethediffering reflectivities
for the tw

�
o components of the electric vector (diattenuation) and the conversion of linear

polarization to circular polarization by retardance of one component relati	 ve to another
(circular retardance, e.g. Chipman 1992). In order to calculate the S wave (electric vector
parallel to the surf	 ace) and P wave (electric vector perpendicular to the surface) reflectivi-
ties, the data required are the refracti

�
ve indices of both the metallic film (real and

imaginery


parts)andtheovercoating(realpart),seeBornandWolf (1985). For themetal-
lic coatings the rele

�
vant data can be found in the AIP Handbook (1972), Table 6g. For

Magnesium Fluoride, Dodge (1984) lists the real refracti
�

ve index, and the value for the O
ray� wasused(c.f. Biretta& McMaster1997).However theDentonovercoatis proprietary
andnorefractive index dataareavailable.This is amulti-layercoatingsoasinglematerial
refracti� veindex valuecannotbespecified.However therearemeasurementsof theSandP
wave reflectivities in Woodruff (1996) as a function of wavelength. These are plotted in
Figure 2.

�

Figur
�

e 2: V
�

ariationof theobservedSandPwavereflectivity of theACSWFCIM3 mirror
with wavelength for 49.6 degree angle of incidence (from Woodruff 1996)
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Calculation of the S and P wave reflectivities (RS
!  and RP) and the circular retardance as a

function of wavelength for the HRC M3 mirror is similar to that for WFPC2 (Biretta &
McMaster 1997). The circular retardance is measured by the phase of the s-w

�
ave relative

to the p-w
�

ave (Delta Phi). Whilst the measured RS
!  and RP values could be used for the

WFC IM3 mirror diattenuation, the circular retardance cannot be determined without
"

kno
#

wledge of the refractive index. Hueser (1996) presented a solution for the refractive
inde


x of themiddlelayerof theDentonovercoatfor anothermirror, not thatin ACS,using

anoptimizationcodeto derive therefractive index (realpartn, imaginarypartk) from the
measured reflecti� vity of the mirror. A similar procedure was followed whereby the value
of therealpartof therefractive index wasdeterminedwhich locally minimizedthematch
to the v

�
alues of both RS!  and RP. The imaginary part of the refractive index, k, was set to

zero.Figure3 showstheobservedandfittedvaluesof RS
! andRP together

�
with thederived

refractive index. Thefit is goodexceptaround4000Aandabove9500Afor RP. Therefrac-

ti
�

ve index values change in an errant way with wavelength but this was also found by
Hueser (1996).

�
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Figur
�

e 3: The observ
�

ed (continuous line) and fitted (dotted line) P (upper panel) and S
(middle panel) wave reflectivities for the WFC IM3 mirror at 49.6 degrees angle of inci-
dence.Thebottompanelshowsthefittedrealpart(n) of therefractive index of theDenton
overcoat.

Filter-Polarizer Parameters

Using the transmissions of the polarizers for radiation oriented parallel and perpendicular
%

to
�

thepolarizeraxis(Tables7 and8) andthetransmissionsof theinstrument+filtercombi-
nation, the polarizer transmission a� verged over the filter passband can be derived by
inte


gration. The assumption here is that the input spectrum is flat in Flambda

&  units. The

instrument+filter passband w


as determined by multiplying the OTA, instrumental and fil-
ter transmissions and the detector DQE. The transmissions and DQE v

�
alues were taken

from
�

themostrecentfiles in theCDBSdatabase.Similarly theSandPwave reflectivities
resulting from the third mirror can also be inte� grated over the instrument+filter passband
to

�
determinetheresultingdiattenuationfor eachfilter-polarizercombination.Thecircular

retardance a� veraged over the filter passband can be similarly computed. Tables 3-6 tabu-
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late the resultant polarization dependent parameters for all the allowed polarizer
(POL_nUV and POL_nV) and colour filter combinations. for both the WFC and HRC.
The first and second mirrors (the sphere and asphere respecti

�
vely), which provide the cor-

rection of the spherical aberration, are emplo� yed at small angles of incidence. The
diattenuationandcircularretardanceareverysmall(typically lessthan0.1%diattenuation
and 0.1 degrees in circular retardance) and so will be ignored at present.

Table 3.  Polarization parameters for WFC POL_nUV.

Table 4.  Polarization parameters for HRC POL_nUV

Filter T PARA TPERP RS RP Delta Phi

CLEAR2L
�

0.572 0.0556 0.970 0.945 172.43

F435W 0.532 0.0215 0.971 0.948 170.21

F660N 0.582 0.0284 0.992 0.981 186.44

F814W 0.623 0.156 0.993 0.984 182.64

Filter T PARA TPERP RS RP Delta Phi
(

CLEAR2S 0.569 0.0559 0.901 0.859 155.37

F220W 0.535 0.0510 0.937 0.895 182.88

F250W 0.521 0.0533 0.897 0.880 184.88

F330W 0.517 0.0586 0.861 0.873 169.21

F344N 0.522 0.0487 0.859 0.873 166.53

F435W 0.531 0.0236 0.887 0.882 149.88

F660N 0.582 0.0284 0.902 0.848 147.59

F814W 0.624 0.156 0.890 0.813 150.60
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Table 5. Polarization parameters for WFC POL_nV

Table 6. Polarization parameters for HRC POL_nV

The data in T
�

ables 3-6 have been included in files for use by theiraf.stecf.impol
package (V	 ersion 2.0) for simulating and computing polarization for the ACS. This pack-
age allows simulation of the measured signal in each polarizer (0, 60 and 120 degrees)
image for gi


ven input polarization and total (Stokes I) signal, as well as calculation of the

polarization (either as images or in apertures) from sets of images. The data in T	 ables 3-6
are obviously preliminary until ground and in-flight polarization calibration data is
analysed.

Filter T PARA TPERP RS RP Delta Phi

CLEAR1L
�

0.510 0.0180 0.970 0.945 172.43

F475W 0.470 0.00154 0.957 0.950 160.68

F502N 0.508 0.000468 0.929 0.950 141.10

F550M 0.486 0.000386 0.971 0.964 151.93

F555W 0.499 0.000523 0.957 0.958 145.84

F606W 0.508 0.000390 0.973 0.968 162.07

F625W 0.507 0.000253 0.988 0.976 169.15

F658N 0.519 0.000319 0.991 0.980 187.22

F775W 0.627 0.0346 0.993 0.983 184.56

F850LP 0.627 0.253 0.991 0.978 178.41

Filter T PARA TPERP RS RP Delta Phi
(

CLEAR1S 0.494 0.0176 0.901 0.858 155.37

F475W 0.470 0.00151 0.893 0.876 146.76

F502N 0.508 0.000468 0.891 0.866 145.17

F550M 0.486 0.000388 0.900 0.863 145.13

F555W
�

0.499 0.000528 0.898 0.866 145.22

F606W
�

0.508 0.000401 0.899 0.857 146.11

F625W
�

0.507 0.000253 0.901 0.852 146.64

F658N 0.519 0.000323 0.902 0.848 147.35

F775W
�

0.627 0.0349 0.881 0.802 149.36

F850LP
�

0.627 0.254 0.920 0.857 153.27
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Observed polarization and position angle

The net effect of the less than perfect polarizers and the large angle reflection of the third
mirror in the A� CS is that the derived polarization and position angle would not exactly
match� thevaluesfor asourcewith known input,comparedwith aperfectpolarizerandno
reflections. This ef� fect depends on the camera and filter used, and the input polarization
and position angle values, so cannot generally be specified. However it is interesting to
show the magnitude of this effect. Simulations for a uniform polarized source with con-
stant position angle were made for each filter and the three sets of 0, 60 and 120 degree
images using the abo


ve sets of filter polarization parameters (Tables 3-6) and the

iraf.stecf.impol package. The three images were then analysed with the instru-	

ment roll angle stepped e� very 5 degrees from 0 to 180 degrees but without any
diattenuationandretardance(i.e.RS

! =1.0,RP=1.0DeltaPhi=0.0)andfor apefectpolarizer

(TPARA=1.0,TPERP=0.0).Thetypicalbehaviour of theobservedpolarizationandposition

angle is shown in Figure 4 for the WFC, POL_nV and F625W filter. This was based on a
simulation for a very bright source (i.e. negligable errors) with linear polarization of 10%
and polarization position angle 33 degrees.
T

�
ables 7-10 list, for each polarizer, the largest discrepancy over the 37 determinations

from the measured polarization of 10%, first ne
�

glecting the effects of diattenuation and
retardance� (column2), thenassuming,in addition,aperfectpolarizer(column3). Thedif-
ference in the measured and kno

�
wn polarization, for the case of neglect of diattenuation,

scales linearly with the polarization; thus for the case of POL_nV and F625W for the
WFC, a 30% polarized source w

"
ould yield a polarization of 31.4% for a position angle of

120 degrees. The largest difference in measured position angle (resulting from neglect of
the retardance) is listed in column 4 of the tables. These tables gi

�
ve an indication of the

size of the effects involved. Given the uncertainties on the properties of the Denton over-
coat, tables 7 and 9 for the WFC should be taken as indicative until calibration data are
available.
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Figur
�

e 4: Beha
�

viour of themeasuredlinearpolarizationandpositionanglefor WFCwith
the

�
V polarizerandtheF625Wfilter, if thediattenuationof theIM3 mirror is ignoredand

the polarizer is asumed to be perfect.
�

Table 7. Dif
*

ference in measured - expected linear polarization (source with 10% linear
polarization)	 andpositionangleneglectingtheeffectof IM3 andnon-perfectpolarizerfor
the WFC and POL_nUV

�
.

Filter
Delta P
(

ol.
Diattenuation
(

(%)
+

Delta P
(

ol.
Perfect

Polarizer
(%)
+

Delta PA
(degrees)

CLEAR2L 5.36 2.91 3.81

F435W
�

1.29 1.97 3.51

F660N
�

0.64 1.51 1.61

F814W
�

0.53 4.32 1.33
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Table 8. Difference in measured - expected linear polarization (source with 10% linear
polarization) and position angle ne	 glecting the effect of M3 and non-perfect polarizer for
the HRC and POL_nUV

�
.

Table 9. Dif
*

ference in measured - expected linear polarization (source with 10% linear
polarization)	 andpositionangleneglectingtheeffectof IM3 andnon-perfectpolarizerfor
the WFC and POL_nV

�

Filter
Delta Pol.

Diattenuation
(%)
+

Delta P
(

ol.
Perfect

Polarizer
(%)
+

Delta PA
(degrees)

CLEAR2S
�

6.74 3.80 7.40

F220W
�

2.33 3.67 6.56

F250W
�

1.10 2.75 2.89

F330W
�

0.76 2.64 1.94

F344N
�

0.88 2.43 2.36

F435W
�

1.46 2.19 2.60

F660N
�

3.13 3.77 10.09

F814W
�

4.53 6.72 13.97

Filter
Delta P
(

ol.
Diattenuation
(

(%)
+

Delta P
(

ol.
Perfect

Polarizer
(%)
+

Delta PA
(degrees)

CLEAR1L 14.49 1.99 3.81

F475W
�

0.73 0.74 1.61

F502N
�

2.45 2.43 6.06

F550M 1.31 1.31 2.64

F555W
�

1.82 1.82 2.76

F606W
�

0.63 0.63 1.33

F625W
�

0.68 0.68 1.74

F658N
�

0.67 0.67 1.64

F775W
�

0.56 1.55 1.38

F850LP
�

0.68 6.03 1.79
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Table 10. Difference in measured - expected linear polarization (source with 10% linear
polarization) and position angle ne	 glecting the effect of M3 and non-perfect polarizer for
the HRC and POL_nV

�
.

Comparison among tables 7-10 shows the following results:
1. The higher rejection of the light perpendicular to the optical axis for the V polarizer
(POL_nV),  compared to the UV (POL_nUV) polarizer (Figure 1 and Tables 11 and 12),
results� in performancemuchcloserto thatof a“perfect” polarizer. Howeverbelow 4500A
and above 8000A, there is a marked departure from the “perfect” polarizer case for the V
polarizer	 .
2. TheIM3 mirror of theWFChaslowerdiattenuationcomparedto thatof theM3 mirror
of the HRC for the same filter.
3. The retardance of the WFC IM3 mirror is lower than for the HRC M3 mirror for the
same filter.
4. The CLEAR filters all ha

,
ve large diattenuation effects. Since the passband is so large

the actual ef
�

fect will depend on the spectral energy distribution of the source, since differ-
net w� avelengths contribute differing amounts to the diattenuation. For the most accurate
determination of the polarization parameters with the wide (W) and CLEAR filters, the
spectrum of the source is required to re-compute the values in Tables 3-6.

Filter
Delta Pol.

Diattenuation
(%)
+

Delta P
(

ol.
Perfect

Polarizer
(%)
+

Delta PA
(degrees)

CLEAR1S
�

16.79 2.98 7.40

F475W
�

1.87 1.88 4.73

F502N
�

2.17 2.17 6.24

F550M 2.44 2.44 7.74

F555W
�

2.30 2.31 7.04

F606W
�

2.58 2.58 8.44

F625W
�

2.89 2.89 9.44

F658N
�

3.13 3.13 10.07

F775W
�

4.69 5.25 14.54

F850LP
�

3.58 7.28 10.92
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5. UsingtheUV polarizerin theredor theV polarizerin theblueresultsin largediattenu-
ation and retardance.
6. The larger the diattenuation effect in tables 7-10, the larger will be the uncertainty in
completelycompensatingfor theeffectsincethepropertiesof themirror coatings(mainly
coating layer thickness, refractive index) are not exactly known.

The
�

effectof thefirst andsecondmirrorsin theACSopticaltrain(i.e. IM1 andIM2 for the
WFC

"
andM1 andM2 for theHRC,seeTable2) onthemeasuredpolarizationis extremely

small. The largest effect is for IM2 which has an angle of incidence of 5.8 degrees. The
effectof neglectingthediattenuationof thismirror resultsin amaximumpossibleerrorof
0.12% in linear polarization and 0.03 degrees in position angle.

Conclusions

Based on manufacturer’s data, and or test data taken at Ball Aerospace during the con-
struction of the ACS, the polarization properties of the two polarizers - POL_UV and
POL_V

�
, includingtheeffectsof thereflectionfrom thelastmirror in theopticaltrain,have

been computed for all the possible filters in both the W
-

ide Field and High Resolution
Cameras. Tables of the essential properties for polarization measurement of all the filters
are presented, including the errors made in neglecting the effects of the mirror reflections
and the non-perfect polarizers. These data will be compared with ground-based and in-
flight calibrations to refine the polarization properties, especially for the most popular fil-
ters. Not all the possible polarizer

�
-filter combinations will be offered as fully supported

modes� with calibrationdata;Table5.1of Jedrzejewski etal (2000)lists thosefilterswhich
are expected to be offered.
The

�
polarizationpropertiesin Tables3-6areavailableasstsdas table

�
files for usein the

iraf.stecf.impol package for simulating polarization observ	 ations with ACS.
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Table 11. Parallel and perpendicular components of average transmission of ACS
POL_UV polarizer.

Lambda (A) Trans PAR Trans PERP

2500 0.286 0.0077

2800 0.391 0.024

2900 0.410 0.030

3000 0.433 0.037

3100 0.451 0.039

3200 0.458 0.041

3300 0.482 0.043

3400 0.492 0.048

3500 0.509 0.056

3600 0.520 0.060

3700 0.518 0.056

3800 0.523 0.055

3900 0.520 0.043

4000 0.526 0.039

4500 0.534 0.0082

5000 0.541 0.0085

5500 0.569 0.011

6000 0.564 0.0079

6500 0.588 0.019

7000 0.553 0.075

7500 0.623 0.011

8000 0.650 0.019

8500 0.628 0.029
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Table 12. Parallelandperpendicularcomponentsof averagetransmissionof ACSPOL_V
polarizer	 .

Lambda (A) Trans PAR Trans PERP

3500 0.152 0.000074

3750 0.130 0.00019

4000 0.277 0.00030

4250 0.395 0.00029

4500 0.569 0.00020

4750 0.527 0.00017

5000 0.509 0.000052

5250 0.511 0.000044

5500 0.482 0.000041

5750 0.485 0.000033

6000 0.486 0.000028

6250 0.493 0.000025

6500 0.514 0.000024

6750 0.530 0.000022

7000 0.568 0.000024

7250 0.591 0.000018

7500 0.617 0.000039

7750 0.652 0.00069

8000 0.678 0.0090

8250 0.640 0.106

8500 0.622 0.249

8750 0.628 0.385


